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1. Executive Summary
Description of the partners involved in the process at regional innovation hub level
BioSense Institute was in charge for organization of all three regional workshops as well as for organization of
transnational workshop. BioSense Institute is an internationally recognized multi-disciplinary scientific
research institute and a regional provider of advanced information and communication technologies (ICT) in
agriculture and environmental monitoring.
Short description of the findings on the use of SFTs at regional level resulting from WP2 survey
During the interview process, we noticed that farmers can objectively assess the weaknesses in their
production and segments for improvement. Despite, farmers showed medium level of understanding which
technologies can address their issues, due to their non-technical education and mindset that is a priori against
changes in working routine. Table below presents statistics from WP2 (extracted just results from Serbia):
SFT group (as described and used in WP2)
% of interested interviewees
Robots and autonomous machines
32.4%
Drones and their data
5.4%
Connected tools (data acquisition and automatic upload)
27%
Combination of GPS, setting data, and attached machines
10.8%
Agricultural apps
24.3%
Table 1: Preferences of farmers (on interview, related to WP2)
Most farmers are owners of small parcels (in the survey 54.1% were farmers who held parcels between 2 and
10 ha). Regarding technologies, the majority stated that they are using old farm machinery. When we were
discussing about barriers, farmers highlighted the price of the technologies as the biggest obstacle, followed
by small size of parcels and level of complexity for adoption of SFTs, respectively: 81.3% ; 18.8% and 9.4%.
Short description of SFTs selected from WP1 inventory
IrrigNET: The main purpose of the service is to provide information on when and how to irrigate monitored
fields. It takes field measurements (soil moisture), specific needs of the plant, type of the soil, type of the
irrigation system used and the local weather forecast (forecasted rainfall) to produce instructions on whether
or not to irrigate and if yes how to do it.
Calibration free microwave soil moisture sensor - Sensor is intended for in situ measurements and it can
provide ground truth data for remote soil moisture measurement methods
Remotely Operated Mobile Robotics System for Irrigation and Management of NAtural Resources in Smart
Farming - Mobile robotic solar electric generator MobiSun is a modern, automated device for the production
of electricity (power) using the inexhaustible solar light energy. Basically, it is a two-axis robotic mechanism
which is used to rotate the three light-sensitive photovoltaic panels, which are mounted on a standard
passenger car trailer that allows easy mobility and quick change of location.
AgroDrone, Velaware - The main objective of AgroDrone system is to produce more and better quality
products with less resource investment.
Agriculture Remote Aerial Sensing, Logit - AREAS (Agriculture Remote Aerial Sensing) is part of Precision
Agriculture that uses remote sensing for surveying large farm areas, gathering large amount of data in near
real-time manner, and processing and analysing data using statistical methods and machine learning
algorithms. The results produced from data provide to end users (farmers) explained basis for timely decision
making.
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Advisory platform for small farms based on earth observation, H2020 - Earth Observation (EO) refers the
collection of information about our planet, using remote sensing technologies such as sensors mounted on
satellites or drones. The European Union’s Copernicus programme provides EO data freely and openly for use
by policy-makers, citizens and businesses alike. APOLLO makes full use of this invaluable resource, as well as
drawing on other sources of globally available data.
Remote sensing data from sensors on Earth Observation satellites have demonstrated their potential to
measure soil moisture quantitatively on bare surfaces and those covered by short vegetation. Thanks to their
ability to operate in all weather conditions and to wide coverage, data from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
offer the opportunity to monitor large areas with a high spatial resolution. The use of SAR images, such as
those captured by the Copernicus programme’s Sentinel-1, can provide a precise estimation of the surface soil
moisture.
Crops mapping using electro-magnetic probe - EM is a measure of the ability of the soil to conduct electricity.
An electrical current may be conducted through the soil via three pathways: the pore-connected soil solution
of water and ions, the captions that are bound of the surface of the clay particles, connected solid soil
particles. Because of these three pathways, there are a number of soil attributes that will affect the soil's
ability to conduct electricity. These are: soil texture, soil moisture, soil cation, ions in the soil solution, soil
temperature.
alertNET - The main purpose of the alertNET service is to help farmers to prevent plant diseases and hence
protect the yields and the profit. It takes field measurements (air temperature and humidity, leaf wetness and
precipitation) as the input to specific prediction models of pest and disease appearance and generates
instructions on when and what type of pesticides to use.
trapNET - The aim of the service is to help farmers in managing the population of insect in order to avoid their
overpopulation, thus protecting the quality of the crops and increasing the yields. It combines automatic
acquisition of images taken in pheromone traps deployed in the fields with the advance image processing
algorithms to count the number of insects caught. trapNET uses pheromone strips and cameras embedded
into traps. Each trap can cover up to 5 hectares of the field.
boxNET - is a comprehensive solution for asset management optimized for use in agriculture. It enables realtime asset control and management and thus enables process improvement and reduction of costs.
DroneAgro toolbox, IN2 - Sample planner is mobile application that enables collection of geo-referenced
visual data. (pictures). Based on activities defined in other tools (ie. NDVI report) it's easy to collect visual data
based on predefined task list related to critical area. Also it could be done just by scouting thru the field and
identifying critical areas that needs to be collected/recorded by the Sample planner app. Once collected the
data could be presented on the map with the right coordinates that gives better insight on the inspected
plant.
Short description of the communication strategy followed to engage target groups
BioSense Institute used its well-developed and proved to be successful channels for events promotion,
namely its social media channels, newsletter and mailing list. In addition, the institute developed a strategy
for sending personalized emails to relevant stakeholders and make phone calls to target groups and citizens
that are more familiar with this type of communication (e.g. farmers).
Summary of main findings from RIWs
The conclusions from D2.2 in WP2 and in RIWs in Novi Sad were confirmed. The additional needs of farmers’
community in Serbia that emerged were regarding the lack of information and the need for trainings.
During the panel discussion, farmers expressed the lack of source of information on technologies that could
improve their work routine. The information they would like to have can be divided in two big groups: Group
1 – financial issues (e.g. implementation cost, ROI, potential subsidies…) and Group 2 – technical issues (e.g.
the level of complexity, needed time for adjustments, needed trainings/instructions).
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When it comes to trainings, farmers expressed the willingness to take part in various trainings organized both
by advisory services (state owned) and by private multinational companies that are providing machinery to
our market. Another possible solution is to establish a demonstration farm(s) that will serve as an open air
show-room for ag technologies.
Summary of main recommendations
If stakeholders’ needs and expectations are analysed and results are transferred into potential action which
will address those needs, we can extract two main recommendations:
 to establish demonstration farms where people will be able to see/touch/explore technologies in their
real environment. The technology experts (SFT providers / importers / distributers) must be at
disposal for explanations and clarifications. Some free testing (or similar freemium models) were also
discussed.
 in Vojvodina region it was stressed that more workshops like Smart-AKIS RIWs are needed, where
both research community as well as commercial companies will present their work and initiate
collaboration with agricultural producers.
Dates and attendance of target groups to the three Regional Innovation Workshops:
Regional Innovation
Place and date
Nº of participants (and type)
Workshops
1st RIW
Novi Sad, 14.03.2017.
47 (Industry: 10, research: 10, farmers:23; extension
services: 4)
2nd RIW
Novi Sad, 17.05.2017.
52 (farmers: 24; Industry: 7; Extension services: 6;
R&D: 4; Policy: 11)
3rd RIW
Novi Sad, 01.03.2018.
22 (farmers: 11; Industry: 2; extension services: 1;
R&D: 2; Policy/Funding provides: 6)
Summary of the results of the Regional Innovation Workshops, following this table:
KPI
Nº of stakeholders participating in RIWs
Nº of SFT solutions presented in RIWs
Nº of SFT solutions adopted by practitioners
Nº of project ideas captured
Nº of INNOVATION project ideas
Nº of TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER project ideas
Nº of MARKET UPTAKE project ideas
Nº of multi-actor projects funded
Nº of multi-actor cross-border projects started
* - no information
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2. Innovation Process
Communication Strategy
 Description of communication channels mix used to disseminate call to Regional Innovation Workshops:
- Website: official Smart-AKIS web site; official BioSense Institute web site
- Newsletter: /
- Magazine: /
- Social
media:
Facebook
and
Twitter
of
BioSense
Institute
(example:
https://www.facebook.com/biosense.institute/posts/1437257849713525
https://www.facebook.com/biosense.institute/posts/1118978921541421
https://www.facebook.com/biosense.institute/posts/1179997188772927 )
- Presentation at other events: Drone Fest, demonstration days of Delta Agrar company (spring 2017)
- Other organisation channels: /
- Telephone calls to key target groups: conducted, no physical evidence


Registration tools used to register in advance participants to workshops (email, telephone, Google Form,
etc).
BioSense used Eventbrite software (for example: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/poljoteh-inovacijom-kaodrzivoj-poljoprivredi-tickets32180504756?utm_source=eb_email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=order_confirmation_email&utm
_term=eventname&ref=eemailordconf# )
In addition, we used our email database for personal invitations.
 Additional communication activities carried out in order to ensure a high level of participation.
Personalized email to farmers, farm cooperatives and IT community – invitations to register and be actively
involved in Platform.


Calendar of RIWs and number of participants.
Regional
Innovation
Workshops

Nº of participants per group: users
(farmers, coops and agrifood industry),
SFT industry, research, advisors & others
(policy, etc.)
47 (Industry: 10, research: 10, farmers:23;
extension services: 4)
52 (farmers: 24; Industry: 7; Extension
services: 6; R&D: 4; Policy: 11)
22 (farmers: 11; Industry: 2; extension
services: 1; R&D: 2; Policy/Funding
provides: 6)

Place and date

1st RIW

Novi Sad, 14.03.2017.

2nd RIW

Novi Sad, 17.05.2017.

3rd RIW

Novi Sad, 01.03.2018.

Target Groups needs and expectations
 Findings from regional farmers’ needs surveyed in WP2 that have been taking into consideration for:
- The selection of the SFTs to be showcased in the RIWs: On the first Regional Innovation Workshop, we
have presented four out of five technology groups. We decided to present three groups which were
most interesting to farmers (according to WP2 report) and one that Hub considered to be very helpful
and with high potential to simplify their working procedures. Namely, presented technologies belong
to following groups (as described and used during the interviews with farmers): Robots and
autonomous machines, Connected tools, Agricultural apps, and Drones.
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-

-

The definition of the target groups to address on RIWs: Serbia Hub decided to invite agricultural
producers regardless on their production type (conventional / organic), and regardless on their farm
size. Additionally, we wanted to involve all cropping systems covered by Smart-AKIS project.
The definition of the programme or agenda of RIWs: We followed provided inputs and guidelines for
RIWs. Therefore, first two RIWs were focused on SFTs, introduction of different technologies to
farmers and fostering innovation among invited groups, while the third one was dedicated to funding
schemes that are available to farmers. Beside this, the third workshop was dedicated finalization of
ideas generated in previous iterations of Smart-AKIS workshops.

Selection of Smart Farming Technologies
 Description of the method followed to select Smart Farming Technologies (SFTs) of interest to the
regional stakeholders.
o On the first Regional Innovation Workshop, we have presented four out of five technology
groups. We decided to present three groups which were most interesting to farmers
(according to WP2 report) and one that Hub considered to be very helpful and with high
potential to simplify their working procedures. Namely, presented technologies belong to
following groups (as described and used during the interviews with farmers): Robots and
autonomous machines, Connected tools, Agricultural apps, and Drones.
o Based on our experience gained through RIW1, for RIW2 we decided to give a short overview
on all technologies and to introduce farmers with as many different types of technologies as
possible. The root for this decision can be found in fact that farmers’ community in Serbia is
familiar just with several types of technologies, mainly through promotions made by
commercial companies. We noticed that farmers can identify their problems and needs very
precisely but cannot find the solutions that can address those needs. Therefore, after
introductory presentations we organized a panel discussion where representatives of
academia, government (both regional as well as state) and industry gave their opinion
regarding the adoption of advanced technologies in agriculture. This was of great importance
for our participants because they heard first-hand information regarding state-of-the-art
technologies, research results and State planes for support agricultural production
 Listing of SFTs presented at the workshops:
Nº Name of SFT
SFT Category
Cropping system
Purpose
1
IrrigNET
 Product
 Arable
 Farm
management
information system
 Tree
 Vegetables
 Vineyards
2
Calibration
free  Research result
 Arable
 Mapping/recording
microwave
soil
 Tree
moisture sensor
 Vegetables
 Vineyards
3
Remotely Operated  Research result
 Arable
 Robot or smart machine
Mobile
Robotics
System for Irrigation
and Management of
NAtural Resources in
Smart Farming
4
AgroDrone,
 Product
 Arable
 Mapping/recording
Velaware
 Tree
 Vegetables
 Vineyards
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Nº
5

Name of SFT
SFT Category
Agriculture Remote  Product
Aerial Sensing, Logit

6

Advisory
platform
for small farms
based on earth
observation
APOLLO



Project

7

Optical Methods for
plant health status



Research result

8

AlertNET



Product

9

TrapNET



Product

10

BoxNET



Product

11

Crops mapping using
electro-magnetic
probe



Research result

12

Selection
of
adequate seeds
DroneAgro toolbox –
IN2



Research result



Product

14

BioSense
Institute
(description of all 5
groups
of
technologies)



Products
/
research results

15

South
Hansa
–
presentations
of
solutions available in
Serbia
(Crop
Recording, Disease



Products

13

Cropping system

Purpose

































Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland
Arable
Tree
Vineyards
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Arable



Mapping/recording



Mapping/recording



Mapping/recording



Farm
management
information system



Farm
management
information system



Farm
management
information system



Mapping/recording



-

















Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grassland



Mapping/recording



-



-
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Nº

Name of SFT
management,
TerraSen
Irrigation
management)

SFT Category

Cropping system

Purpose

and

Sources of funding for Project Ideas
Description of the sources of funding identified at regional and national level for the potential funding of
multi-actor collaborative projects to be listed on the following tables:
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Funding source – grants and open calls
Name of grant (and link)
N
º

Funding
body

Geograph
ical scope

Eligible
beneficia
ries
Agricultur
Investmen al
t grant for holdings
equipment from
modernisa Serbia
tion
Eligible
projects*

Eligible
expenses

Aid
Coming
intens
deadlines
ity (%)
Up to  28.05.2
70%
018.
 August
2018

Oth
er
info
-

European National
 Constru
commissio
ction
https://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/enlargement/assi n
works
stance/ipard_en
 Craft
Instrumen
works
https://ipard.co.rs/index-l.html
t for Pre Equipme
Accession
nt and
Assistance
machine
in Rural
ry
Developm
ent.
*General individual and collaborative R&D&I projects, agri-food specific R&D&I grants programmes, Operational Groups Calls under RDPs, Innovation
vouchers for the purchase of external expertise, Proof of concept support for research results, Investment grant for equipment modernisation, Public
procurement process.
1

IPARD

Funding source – financial instruments
Name of programme (and link)
N
º

Funding
body

Geograph
ical scope

1

KATANA
https://katanaproject.eu/
https://katanareward.opencircleproject.com/

EC (through Internatio
BioSense
nal
Institute)

2

DIATOMIC
https://diatomic.eu/

3

IoF2020

EC (through Internatio
BioSense
nal
Institute)
EC (through Internatio

11

Oth
Instrument
Eligible
Financial
er
category*
beneficiaries
aid support
inf
o
Crowdfundi SMEs
2000€
- Finished ng platform
travel
voucher
100.000€ prize for 10
winning
consortia
Incubation SMEs, Mid-caps Up
to 15.06.2 service for and Competence 200.000€
018.
start-up
centres
per project
Acceleratio IoT technology Up
to 30.09.2 Coming
deadlin
es
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https://www.iof2020.eu/opencall

4

5

BioSense
Institute)

nal

Development Found of Vojvodina
http://www.rfapv.rs/

Government Local
of
AP
Vojvodina
Guarantee Fund of the Autonomous Province of Government Local
Vojvodina
of
AP
http://garfond.rs/%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BD%D0%BA Vojvodina
%D1%83%D1%80%D1%81%D0%B8/

n/incubatio
n service
for, spin-off
and
entreprene
urs on agrifood sector
loans

providers, service 500.000€
integrators, end- per
users
project/con
sortia

018.

Agricultural
households

Constan
tly
opened
Constan
tly
opened

warranties

800€
42000€ (in
RSD)
3000€
150.000€

-

SMEs,
agricultural
cooperative,
entrepreneurs in
the
field
of
agriculture – all
operation
in
Vojvodina
*Acceleration/incubation service for start-up, spin-off and entrepreneurs on agri-food sector, financial instruments: equity (seed capital), loans,
warranties; crowdfunding platform, prize/challenge contest.
Funding source – other instruments and tools for supporting multi-actor collaboration
Name of programme
Eligible
Promoter Geographical
Eligible
Nº
(and link)
collaborations
body
scope
beneficiaries
*
National,
regional, local

Eligible
expenses (if
any)


Aid intensity
(%)

Coming
deadlines (if
any)

Other
info

%

*Own experimental programmes from advisory services, technical institutes, agricultural departments or farmers associations, coops or unions;
agreements between advisors/technical institutes or farmers/coops and private companies to develop/demonstrate/test SFTs; peer-to-peer learning: early
adopters support laggards in SFT uptake.
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3. Findings
<Please, conduct a joint analysis of the outcomes of the three RIWs on the following points>.

3.1. Identification of barriers and incentives for adoption of SFTs
During RIWs in Serbia a number of barriers that disable adoption of SFTs in Vojvodina, Serbia were identified.
For easier analysis, we have divided them in two main groups, based on group of stakeholders that indicated
barriers.
From farmers point of view: Most of barriers for adoption of SFTs are related to size of agricultural parcels.
One of the eye-catching characteristics of Serbian agriculture are small parcels and very noticeable
fragmentation of agricultural land. The consequences can easily be seen in the low level of technologies
adoption and advanced solutions, due to small production volume. Another important barrier is an insecurity
in land lease process, which has its implications on machinery usage, plans for rent and investment strategy
of agricultural producers. In addition, farmers pointed out the lack of information regarding smart
technologies they could use in their practice.
From SFTs’ provider point of view: Farmers are very rigid to new technologies and reluctantly agree on any
kind of changes. According to SFT providers, farmers have a lot of prejudices about technologies, on the first
place that they are expressive and complicated for use. Providers of agricultural solutions agreed that
farmers are unwilling to participate in pilot-projects where their only input would be in providing fields for
testing of the equipment (free of charge).
The comment that both groups agreed on is that Serbia needs more demonstration activities during the
winter period (end November – end of January) where smart solutions for agricultural production can be
presented in a way appropriate to end-users.

3.2. Interest on existing SFTs – most demanded SFTs
Technology that provokes intensive dialogue was weather stations adjusted for use in vineyards and
orchards. Farmers were very interested in implementation of the stations that can measure and track all the
important meteorological parameters affecting plant development, yield, and disease prevention. Ideally,
solution, beside early warning system, should include smart irrigation management, disease models and
notifications and field book diary.
In addition, the technology that provoked most interest was on drones and its use in vineyards. The features
farmers explained already exist in the market (TRL9), but the cost is too high (farmers that were interested in
these solutions participated in the demonstration day of one of the leading companies in this field, and
presented prices were inconvenient, even though companies proposed some discounts and special offers.

3.3. Research needs in Smart Farming
The Serbian Hub identified several needs that will be addressed by research community:
Namely, two issues that can be addressed by research are sensors for soil moisture that will not depend on
the type of soil. At the same time, the need for cheep sensors is still very urgent to farmers. Researchers
form BioSense Institute were involved in this idea articulation and confirmed that there is possibility for such
developments. In addition, this idea evolved into a project which will be presented in Transnational
Innovation Workshop.
Another topic that was discussed was regarding drones and its usage in pest control (in vineyards, according
to farmers, it will be very useful to detect the level of pests on the edges, where one vineyard borders
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another. This might be done by implementation of different sensors on drone, but further research is
needed.
The third need that will be addressed by the Institute will involve FMIS (AgroSens platform) and drone
technology. The idea is to integrate two systems, so farmer can receive processed information through
platform and, potentially, ready-to-use advice based on provided information to FMIS platform and pictures
taken by drones.

3.4. Other relevant findings

14
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3.5. Potential collaborations identified

1

Category of
collaboration
(Innovation,
uptake or
transfer: see
definition in
guidelines)
Innovation

2

3

No.

Related
SFT

Cropping
system

Soil
moisture
sensor

Arable

Innovation

FMIS

Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Innovation/M
arket uptake

all

-

Short description of potential collaboration

Funding source
matched with

Farmers who use sensors in their fields need to EC – H2020
use different types of sensors for each crop programme
type. The need for identification of soil
moisture level brought farmers to think about
one type of sensor that can be installed in their
vineyard, orchard, and other fields, regardless
on soil type. This issue will be addressed by
research group of BioSense Institute.
Presented in RIW3.
Decision support tool that will allow farmers to
EC – H2020
calculate the economic benefit of specific seed
programme +
variety usage and appropriate SFT adoption.
national founds
Presented in RIW3.
(Ministry of
Agriculture)
SFT trainings to agricultural journalists - The
EC – H2020
idea behind this project is to organize
programme +
comprehensive trainings regarding SFTs and
national founds
their potential impact in agriculture to
(Ministry of
journalists who are following agricultural
Agriculture;
topics. The need for this idea comes from Regional Ministry
inadequate reporting and misleading articles
of Culture and
regarding presented technologies, their
Information)
adoption, how complex they are for
15

Are you
bringing this
idea to Serbia?

Yes

Yes

No
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No.

Category of
collaboration
(Innovation,
uptake or
transfer: see
definition in
guidelines)

Related
SFT

Cropping
system

4

Innovation/M
arket uptake

FMIS

Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

5

Innovation

FMIS

Arable
Tree
Vegetables

Short description of potential collaboration

implementation, and direct benefits that
farmers gained. These trainings should be
provided by research institutes (e.g. BioSense
Institute) and SFT providers. The topics should
be broad enough to cover all important
aspects, but at the same time to be concise in
order to keep journalists’ attention and to
assure the uptake of presented knowledge.
The cross-border potential is very high due to
already established connections. In addition,
there is already developed plan for attracting
more foreign journalists.
The goal of the project is to upgrade the
currently existing platform, so it can absorb,
and process drone data and provide advices to
agricultural producers. For the beginning, the
platform will be fully interoperable just with
project partner’s system (Agremo), but further
upgrades and developments are foreseen.
After second iteration, the platform will be
compatible with main drone systems.
Presented in RIW3.
The goal of this project is to get closer organic
agricultural producers and end-user (buyers).
The idea behind the project is to turn the
16
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Are you
bringing this
idea to Serbia?

National
(next iteration:
H2020
programme)

No

National
(Development
Found of

No
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No.

Category of
collaboration
(Innovation,
uptake or
transfer: see
definition in
guidelines)

Related
SFT

Cropping
system

Vineyards

Short description of potential collaboration

Funding source
matched with

smart phone into ultimate tool for running
business – an instant messaging application for
ordering and selling.

Vojvodina)
In next iteration:
H2020 programme

17
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4. Recommendations
4.1. Sustainability and mainstreaming of Smart-AKIS results
One of the strategic goals of BioSense Institute is to bring advanced technologies close to end-users –
farmers, cooperatives and other agricultural producers. Therefore, the AgroSense platform was developed –
to help farmers monitor their fileds. AgroSense is a digital platform that provides support to farmers and
agricultural companies in monitoring the growth of crops and planning of the agricultural activities. The
platform represents an important step in digitisation of agriculture and increase in efficiency and
competitiveness of Serbian producers.
AgroSens digital platform, through a single user profile, allows the access to the whole system: AgroSense
web application intended for comfortable work on a PC and AgroSense Android application that turns a
mobile phone into a new useful tool for farmers. AgroSense web application is designed for visualisation and
in-depth analysis of data, while AgroSense Android application, besides giving instantaneous insight into all
data, on the field, allows for a quick and easy input of data to the system.
The following basic services are available to users of AgroSense digital platform:
 Diary of agricultural activities
 Weather forecast for the location of the parcel
 Satellite indices of crops that describe plant growth, photosynthesis intensity and the availability of
water and nutrients
 Overview of soil analysis
 Overview of photographs of crops
 Information about smart technologies used in agriculture (embedded form Smart-AKIS platform)
 Latest information about the occurrence of pests and plant diseases
Basic services are completely free of charge.
This way, the information gathered in course of Smart-AKIS project will be promoted through this platform as
well and the data-base will continue to be alive even after the Smart-AKIS project ends.

4.2. Adoption of Smart Farming Technologies
As described in 3.1 chapter of this report, Serbia needs more demonstration activities during the winter
period (end November – end of January) where smart solutions for agricultural production can be presented
in a way appropriate to end-users. In line with this, BioSense Institute has established the first Digital Farm in
Serbia.
The Digital Farm is an innovative and unique facility which aims to support the digital transformation of
agriculture in Serbia, the region and in Europe. BioSense Institute, the European Center of Excellence for
advanced technologies in sustainable agriculture and food safety, has created the Digital Farm as an open-air
show-room where innovative AgTech solutions will be presented and implemented on a real-life production
farm, to allow farmers to see, test and assess them in real-world settings.
The digital farm will allow farmers from Serbia to learn more first-hand about the opportunities provided by
digitization and new technologies in every segment of crop production: from soil preparation, management
zones, sowing, irrigation, fertilization and protection of plants, to the crop harvest and preparatory activities
for the next season.
At the same time, this is general suggestion for fostering adoption of SFTs across Europe – to provide more
physical meeting-points between farmers and technology adopters, where non-adopters will be able to
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test/touch/explore technologies before making decision on buying it or not.

4.3. Strengthening Innovation in Agriculture
BioSense’s Digital Farm will organize Open Days from April to October, where will be presented main
agricultural topics. Beside farmers that work in the Digital Farm, highly competent experts from BioSense
Institute (academia) and industry (AgTech sector) will be present. The environment will foster crossfertilization between these groups and further development of solutions for agriculture. The exchange of
experiences between producers who use procession agriculture in everyday work is envisioned and will be
highly supported. The Open Days meetings’ topics can be seen below:
April 27, 2018: LoRa system for communication with sensors and meteorological stations – continuous
monitoring of the field conditions
May 25, 2018: Variable fertilizer – reducing fertilizer consumption and increasing crop yield
June 29, 2018: Satellite images in agriculture – detailed insight into the crops’ wellbeing
July 27, 2018: Soil moisture sensors and irrigation systems – choosing the right moment for irrigation
August 31, 2018: Drones in agriculture – maps for variable fertilization and yield assessment
September 28, 2018: Yield monitors and grain moisture sensor – yield mapping, performance evaluation and
recommendations for the next season
October 26, 2018: Probe for measuring electromagnetic conductivity of the soil – management zone

4.4. Smart Farming R&D agenda
When considered short-term, BioSense Institute researchers will be focused on cheap soil moisture sensors
that can be applied to all soil types. Regarding long-term activities, the advancements of AgroSense platform
(which has adopted part of Smart-AKIS platform) are foreseen. Both activities, at first iteration, will be
covered by national founds. In the second stage, internationalization of project (both in terms of actors,
stakeholders as well as funding sources) is planned.
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5. Annexes
5.1. Minutes of the Regional Innovation Workshops
5.1.1. RIW1

SMART AKIS 1st REGIONAL INNOVATION WORKSHOP
SERBIA
Novi Sad, 14.03.2017.
RIW1 Programme

Figure 1: Agenda of RIW1 in Serbia
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RIW1 Power Point presentations
This paragraph presents the PowerPoint presentations of the selected SFTs. We have selected 13
solutions, according to farmers’ needs discovered within the WP2. Since three solutions are products
of the same company, we have merged their presentations in one presentation.
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Figure 2: SFT solutions from DunavNET
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Figure 3: Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor – BioSense Institute
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Figure 4: Remotely Operated Mobile Robotic System for Irrigation and Management of Natural Resources in Smart Farming - Institute
Mihajlo Pupin
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Figure 5: Velaware SFT solution
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Figure 6: AgriSens LOGIT
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Figure 7: H2020 APOLLO Project
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Figure 8: Optical methods for plant health status – BioSense Institute
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Figure 9: Crops mapping using electro-magnetic probe – BioSense Institute
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Figure 10: DroneAgro toolbox - IN2
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Figure 11: Selection of adequate seeds, Syngenta case – BioSense Institute

RIW1 Attendance Sheets
This paragraph brings the attendance sheets that are made on official Smart-AKIS template. Total,
RIW1 in Serbia had 47 attendants, without organization team from BIOS and APV. The list is not
provided due to confidentiality reasons.
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RIW1 Pictures

st

Figure 12: Smart AKIS 1 Regional Innovative Workshop in Novi Sad – attendants (1/2)

st

Figure 13: Smart AKIS 1 Regional Innovative Workshop in Novi Sad – attendants (2/2)
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Figure 14: Senka Gajinov from DunavNET presenting IrrigNET application

Figure 15: PhD Goran Kitic from BioSense Institute presenting Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor

Figure 16: PhD Aleksandar Rodic from Institute Mihajlo Pupin presenting their SFT solution
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Figure 17:Mr Marko Purar from Velaware showing their AgroDrone solution

Figure 18:Mr Milan Dobrota from LOGIT presenting AgriSens solution

Figure 19:PhD Dragutin Protic presenting H2020 APOLLO project
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Figure 20:M.Sc Bojana Ivosevic presenting Optical methods developed in BioSense Institute

Figure 21:Mr Tihomis Sasic from IN2 company presenting their drone applications for agriculture

Figure 22:PhD Sanja Brdar from BioSense Institute presenting electro-magnetic probe
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Figure 23:PhD Sanja Brdar from BioSense Institute presenting the solution that was awarded on Syngenta Challenge 2016

Figure 24: Wrap up of work groups findings
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RIW1 Findings
This chapter brings main findings from RIW1 held in Serbia, Novi Sad on March 14, 2017.

Findings from the discussion vis a vis the needs and ideas identified on WP2
Innovation Hub in Serbia wanted to confirm the findings from interviews held during summer and
autumn 2016. Therefore, we didn’t invite the same group of agricultural producers to RIW1.
Nevertheless, we have confirmed our findings.
Most farmers are owners of small parcels (in the survey 54.1% were farmers who held parcels
between 2 and 10 ha). Regarding technologies, the majority stated that they are using old farm
machinery (in survey, 16% was using machinery older than 5 years). When we were discussing about
barriers, the results we collected in 2016 are similar to the ones we heard on RIW1 – farmers
highlighted the price of the technologies as the biggest obstacle, followed by small size of parcels
and level of complexity for adoption of SFTs. Interviewees stated the same reasons, respectively:
81.3% ; 18.8% and 9.4%.
When it comes to needs and ideas, both groups were very homogenous. Namely, their peak was on
small, cheap sensors connected with mobile phones which will present them advices related to the
crops, plants, disease, and irrigation needed in specific time slot.
Based on above presented, we can say that both groups had similar background and expressed
similar needs. Therefore, we can say that our findings in interview process were confirmed in RIW1
event.

Relevance of SFTs regarding needs and ideas identified in WP2
During the interview process, we noticed that farmers can objectively assess the weaknesses in their
production and segments for improvement. Despite, farmers showed medium level of understanding
which technologies can address their issues, due to their non-technical education and mindset that is
a priori against changes in working routine. Therefore, Serbian Hub has deeply analyzed their needs
and problems, and decided to introduce technologies that could address identified problems. Table
below presents statistics from WP2 (extracted just results from Serbia):
SFT group (as described and used in WP2)
Robots and autonomous machines
Drones and their data
Connected tools (data acquisition and automatic upload)
Combination of GPS, setting data, and attached machines
Agricultural apps

% of interested
interviewees
32.4%
5.4%
27%
10.8%
24.3%

Table 2: Preferences of farmers (on interview, related to WP2)

On the first Regional Innovation Workshop, we have presented four out of five technology groups.
We decided to present three groups which were most interesting to farmers and one that Hub
considered to be very helpful and simplify their working procedures. Namely, presented
technologies belong to following groups (as described and used during the interviews with farmers):
Robots and autonomous machines, Connected tools, Agricultural apps, and Drones.
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Interest on adopting or transferring proposed SFTs with a ranking of the highest
scored SFTs
Agricultural producers confirmed the findings from WP2 saying that the adoption level of smart
farming technologies is very low. Just one farmer in RIW1 was using some smart solution in everyday practice. Nevertheless, all present farmers showed an interest in adoption of solutions in near
future. One of the topics that we proposed was prejudice that farmers have regarding
implementation of SFTs. Farmers’ main concern was the price of technologies and if they need
extensive training courses in order to be able to work on a daily basis with advanced solutions. The
representatives of advisory services said that, from their experience, the vast majority of agricultural
producers who adopted technologies found them easy to use. In addition, they briefly presented
some possibilities regarding financial support that state is offering to farmers.
After presentations of SFT solutions and discussion, participants were asked to give marks to all
presented solutions according to their relevance in production process, and impact it targets (marks
from 1-5 are used). Following our four groups of technologies, we can extract the solutions that are
marked as the most promising for adoption. Table below respectively presents technology group,
solution, and the score.
SFT group
Irrigation
management
Remote Sensing
Crop Protection
management
Farm management

SFT solution
Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor – BioSense
Institute
DroneAgro toolbox - IN2

Average score
4.43
4.21

alertNET – DunavNET

4.36

Crops mapping using electro-magnetic probe –
BioSense Institute

4.07

Table 3: Ranking of the highest ranked SFTs

On the other hand, on question regarding the quality of presentations, the level of complexity and
the approach that speakers had, we can highlight presentations made by: Institute Mihajlo Pupin,
Velaware company, DunavNET company and BioSense Institute for presentation regarding Miniature
Soil Moisture Sensor. The common characteristics of those presentations were interactivity, plain
language adjusted to farmers, 3D animations and video, although 50% of the solutions are still in
development phase in research institutes. This leads us to conclusion that no matter how technology
can be practical, close to market, and resource-saving, the way used for presentation is of vital
importance.

Identification of barriers and incentives for adoption of SFTs.
At RIW1 it was identified a number of barriers that disable adoption of SFTs in Vojvodina, Serbia. For
easier analysis, we have divided them in two main groups, based on group of stakeholders that
indicated barriers.
From farmers point of view: Most of barriers for adoption of SFTs are related to size of agricultural
parcels. One of the eye-catching characteristics of Serbian agriculture are small parcels and very
noticeable fragmentation of agricultural land. The consequences can easily be seen in the low level
of technologies adoption and advanced solutions, due to small production volume. Another
important barrier is insecurity in land lease process, which has its implications on machinery usage,
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plans for rent and investment strategy of agricultural producers. In addition, farmers pointed out the
lack of information regarding smart technologies they could use in their practice.
From SFT provider point of view: Farmers are very rigid to new technologies and reluctantly agree
on any kind of changes. According to SFT providers, farmers have a lot of prejudices about
technologies, on the first place that they are expressive and complicated for use. Providers of
agricultural solutions agreed that farmers are unwilling to participate in pilot-projects where their
only input would be in providing fields for testing of the equipment (free of charge).
The comment that both groups agreed on is that Serbia needs more demonstration activities during
the winter period (end November – end of January) where smart solutions for agricultural
production can be presented in a way appropriate to end-users.

Potential new uses for existing SFTs.
Hub in Serbia noticed that farmers that attended the RIW1 needed a lot of empowerment in order to
express their ideas and needs. Even harder task was to encourage them to think creatively and came
up with innovative ideas. Nevertheless, the idea that caught most attention is adjustment of
traditional agricultural machinery (e.g. harvesters, tractors…) to fit to small agricultural parcels. In
addition, we had several ideas for measurement of moisture levels in soil, and leaves; modification
of usage of drones for detection of sugar level in grapes. All ideas are presented in tables in chapter
6.

RIW1 Project Ideas
Project Idea 1
Category of project
Technology transfer

Smart Farming Technology
Crop system
Electromagnetic conductivity Arable
of the soil – BioSense Institute Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Jan Ondrejov (farmer)
Short description of project
With the help of remote sensing methods (from air e.g. satellites, drones…) to choose the amount and type
of fertilizers needed in certain parcel. The idea is made based on Electro-Magnetic probe, presented by
BioSense Institute.
Expected benefits
The new solution is supposed to have some impact on productivity, Revenue, profit, farm income and to
decrease the usage of pesticides and fertilizers. Consequently, it will decrease the input costs.
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmer – testing and validation
Research – development of solution in close collaboration with farmers
Advisory – connecting tool between end-users and providers of the solution
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Project idea 2
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Technology transfer

Miniature Soil Moisture
Sensor

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Djordje Krkljus (farmer)
Short description of project
Farmers were very interested in possibility to have information about the moisture level in soil, but even
more interested to know precise information regarding every plant – namely, to detect the moisture level in
leaves.
Expected benefits
This sensor will decrease input costs regarding irrigation and diseases
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers - testing and validation
Research - development of solution in close collaboration with farmers
Advisory - connecting tool between end-users and providers of the solution

Project idea 3
Category of project
Technology transfer

Smart Farming Technology
Miniature Soil Moisture
Sensor

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Dejan Ristivojevic (farmer)
Short description of project
Sensor for nutrients in soil (but to be cheap, affordable to the majority of farmers in Serbia and to be made of
materials that will not have an effect on soil.
Expected benefits
Decrease in input costs and timely reaction on deviations
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers - testing and validation
Research - development of solution in close collaboration with farmers
Advisory - connecting tool between end-users and providers of the solution

Project idea 4
Category of project
Smart Farming Technology
Crop system
Innovation
Sample planner drone -IN2
Vineyards
Promoter/s name/s
Djordje Šivoljski, Dragomir Mikalački (farmers)
Short description of project
Farmers were inspired by the possibilities of drones so they suggested to modify drone system that regional
company IN2 has and to make a drone that would detect a sugar level in grapes and indicate if the grapes are
ready for harvesting. Grape maturation detection with drones will allow farmers to define and decide the
optimal maturity which vary depending upon the style of wine being made. Sugar is a component often used
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to assess ripeness therefore with drones carrying sensor that can detect sugar level which will highly
automatized this process.
Researchers said that it might be done by measuring light reflection.
Expected benefits
Timely information regarding grape maturity. Consequently, the labour costs and stress or fatigue for farmers
would be decreased and revenue, profit, and income, would be increased. In addition, the final product
quality would be improved.
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers – winegrowers – for testing and validation
Industry – drone producers (e.g. IN2)

Project idea 5
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Market uptake

/

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Stefan Manja (farmer)
Short description of project
The most common reason for refusing SFT adaption among small agricultural producers are big initial
investment, long returning period and the most important – uncertainty of economic viability. Therefore,
calculation of relation between the size of agricultural parcel and SFT investment in correlation with RIO is
essential in decision making process. Therefore, some new project (e.g. mathematical algorithm) should be
developed. It should be available to all farmers (ideally free of charge).
Expected benefits
Farmers will have a support during the decision making based on proved mathematical calculation and
predictions based on comprehensive data base.
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Indication of the profile of partners sought after:
Farmer – provision of historical data, experiences and needs
Research – development of mathematical model
Industry – development of mathematical model and its commercialization
Advisory – historical data from agricultural producers

Project idea 6
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Market uptake

Smart-AKIS

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
IN2 Group (Tihomir Sasic, Miroslav Savanovic)
Short description of project
Representative of IN2 company from Croatia explained that situation in Serbia, Croatia and entire Balkan is
similar. Therefore, it would bring benefit to entire region if projects such Smart-AKSI were focused just on
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Balkans. In addition, this new project should be focused on:
 Development of SFTs in close collaboration with farmers,
 Fostering SFTs adoption among farmer’s community
 Clustering producers and adopters of SFTs in entire Balkan region.
Expected benefits
Better uptake of SFTs in Balkans, which can be considered as white spot when it comes to adoption of smart
technologies by small agricultural producers.
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers community
Research institutes
Industry
Advisory services

Project idea 7
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Market uptake

/

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Farmers and representatives of advisory services (Stefan Manja, Dragana Kljajic, Ugljesa Trkulja, Milan Pelic)
Short description of project
One of the biggest problems that Serbian agricultural producers are facing with is the lack of system
approach and institutional assistance regarding technologies that can be used in farmers’ every day routine.
This is due to lack of knowledge and experience of advisory services. The future project is supposed to
provide trainings to advisory services and to reinforce their capacity for transferring the knowledge and
possibilities to farmers in order to help them in day-to-day decision making.
Expected benefits
More farmers will be encouraged to adopt SFTs
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers community – end-users of technologies and community that will “receive” the advices
Research institutes – to work with advisory services on knowledge transfer
Industry – to work provide the solutions available on the market that can bring benefit to farmers
Advisory services (accompanied with regional and national authorities, Forecasting and reporting services) –
to make a systematic plan of assistance in SFTs adoption
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RIW1 Evaluation
During the RIW1, we have used the proposed template and questions for evaluation, but Serbian
Hub has translated all questions in Serbian. All farmers answered the questionnaire. Main findings
are presented in table below.

Average score
Interest

3.86

Most interesting presentations:
 Remotely Operated Mobile Robotic System for Irrigation and Management of
Natural Resources in Smart Farming – Institute Mihajlo Pupin;
 H2020 APOLLO – Dragutin Protic;
 Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor – BioSense Institute
Average score

Organization

4.86

Improvement areas:
 RIW1 participants would like to have more events like this throughout entire
region;
 Venue needs to have better screen and projector (the letters were small)
Average score

Methodology

4.29

Improvement areas
 RIW1 participants would like to have to see more video materials of
presented SFTs;
 RIW1 participants suggested that it should be presented less SFTs, so the
focus is not dispersed
Average score

Smart Farming
Technologies

4

Top Smart Farming Technologies:
 AgroDrone system - Velaware;
 Remotely Operated Mobile Robotic System for Irrigation and Management of
Natural Resources in Smart Farming – Institute Mihajlo Pupin;
 Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor – BioSense Institute;
 H2020 APOLLO;
 alertNET - DunavNET;
 Crops mapping using electro-magnetic probe – BioSense Institute
Average rate of intended use of Smart AKIS
database

Project Ideas

92.86%
4.14
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Average score
Top Project Ideas:
Remotely Operated Mobile Robotic System for Irrigation and Management of
Natural Resources in Smart Farming – Institute Mihajlo Pupin
Apollo project
Miniature Soil Moisture Sensor – BioSense Institute
Crops mapping using electro-magnetic probe – BioSense Institute
AlertNET – DunavNET
Average rate of participants planning to take
part on projects

Open
suggestions

92.86%

- Promote SFTs and Smart AKIS project on national TV station (in the show about
farming practice);
- Participants want more governmental support via extension services in terms
of legislation, funding and promotion of SFTs;
- More workshops like this
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5.1.2. RIW2

SMART AKIS 2nd REGIONAL INNOVATION WORKSHOP
Novi Sad, 17.05.2017
RIW2 Programme
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RIW2 Power Point presentations
The opening speech was done by Mr. Maarten Wegen, Agriculture
Attaché, Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Serbia and
Montenegro. Mr. Wegen expressed his deep assuredness that the
topic and work that is done in Novi Sad in course of Smart-AKIS
project is very important for sustainable development of agriculture in the region. He said that
governmental bodies need to be aware of the fact that policy areas such as agriculture cannot be
approached in an isolated manner. Today’s agriculture is about rural development, economics,
natural resources and about respect for the environment, public health as well as about food safety
and food security. After this, Mr. Wegen presented three conditions for having a successful business
in agri-food domain. Namely, those are:
1. Having a certain level of knowledge of core business;
2. Being a cost-effective (this is particularly important in the world of great volatility in prices);
3. Deep understanding of value chain and supply chain when it comes to competitiveness of
agricultural sector;
4. Implementation of new technologies.
When talking about new technologies, Mr. Wegen is convinced that ICT has a lot to offer to precision
farming and precision food production.

Figure 25: Mr. Maarten Wegen, Agriculture Attaché, Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Serbia and Montenegro

After the welcome speech, two presentations were held. The powerpoint slides are presented
below:
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Figure 26 – Presentation: BioSense Institute
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Figure 27 – Presentation: South Hansa

RIW2 Panel discussion
After successful RIW1, the Hub in Serbia wanted to continue with engagement of vide range of
stakeholders, with special focus on agricultural producers. In that course, we decided to include a
panel discussion between presentations of technology trends and interactive work in small groups.
High-level representatives of the industry, government, academia, and farmers’ community were
invited in order to attract as much as possible attendees and to add value to entire RIW2 discussion.
The following table summarizes invited panellists. All speakers are presented in order they appear in
the agenda of the event.
Name and Surname
Position and Institution
Logo of the organization
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Name and Surname

Position and Institution

Damir Dedić

Adviser to the Minister for IT,
Ministry of Agriculture, and
Environmental Protection

Borislav Brunet

An independent expert for
application of geoinformation
systems and technologies in
agriculture, Provincial Secretary for
agriculture

Vladimir Crnojević

Director, BioSense Institute

Žarko Kobilarov

Farmers' Association 100P +

Nemanja Ignjatov

Partner, South Hansa

Logo of the organization

Table 4: List of panellists

The moderator of the panel discussion was Ms. Lljubica Gojgić, prominent Serbian journalist.

Figure 28: Panellists

She opened the panel by presenting a fact that in 1900 one farmer was feeding 10 people, and now
one farmer has to feed more than 120 people.
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Mr. Delić form the Ministry of Agriculture said that it is noticeable how one of the oldest industrial
sectors (agriculture) is merging with one of the newest – IT. Mr. Delić said that the Ministry
recognized the potential of the synergetic effect that this cooperation can have on development of
entire Serbia. In addition he confirmed that in future, the state will support implementation of ICT
technologies in agriculture by subsidizing it.
Dr Crnojević from BioSense Institute explained that 100 years ago the revolution in agriculture was
brought by machinery, 50 years ago it happened by chemicals and now the revolution in agriculture
is brought by information technologies. In addition, according to latest FAO report, by 2050 we will
need to produce 70% more food for growing society, taking in consideration the same area that can
be cultivated. Therefore, there is no option for society of 21 st century not to apply IT in agriculture.
Moderator invited Mr. Kobilarov from the Farmers' Association 100P + to break the stereotype
regarding low willingness of farmers to implement IT in their working routine.
Mr. Kobilarov stated that for the last five years the Association is constantly negotiating with the
Ministry of Agriculture of the Republic of Serbia to introduce the special subsidies for
implementation of advanced technologies in agriculture. According to Mr. Kobilarov, this year the
State approved subventions up to 50% for purchasing new advanced equipment (e.g. GPRS systems).
He personally uses GPS system in his fields, which he founds extremely helpful during the seeding
(more precise, easier, faster…). The next step will be mapping of yield, after which “smart”
fertilization can be implemented. He shares the opinion that we need to increase food production,
but it has to preserve (or improve) the quality of food. Mr. Kobilarov presented the good practice
form Wisconsin, USA – in 2009 they had a system which connected metro-stations and sensors on
the field with information system. Based on information received, they were providing accurate and
timely information to farmers regarding needed steps, e.g. spraying Phytophthora infestans. Every
farmer in the region was linked with advisory service and received via SMS ready-to-use advices and
recommendations – when to spray, what chemicals to use, needed quantity, and the expected
results of the action. The statistics showed that by using this methods 12M€ was saved and the
number of spraying was decreased (from 12 to 9).
Moderator concluded that usage of advanced technologies in agriculture brings benefit both to
farmers (savings) as well as to consumers (less chemicals applied). Nevertheless, Vojvodina is not
Wisconsin, so Mr. Brunet was invited to explain the role of IT sector in Provincial Secretary for
agriculture.
Mr. Brunet said that in 2005 the state has recognized the impact that advanced technologies can
have on agricultural industry. Twelve years ago, Provincial secretariat for Agriculture introduced
advisory services in Vojvodina with equipment and trainings for usage of GPS equipment In
Vojvodina. After that, the State recognizes BioSense (in that period) Center and since 2013 they work
together on generation and analysis of remote sensing data. By doing this, the State got precise
details regarding five most widespread agricultural crops in Vojvodina. The phase that is currently in
progress, envisions transferring the EU regulations in the field of remote sensing data to Serbian
(Vojvodina’s) legislation. That will bring following changes: 1) all agricultural subjects that are using
and/or generating spatial data for agriculture will be listed; 2) Serbia will become part of Land Parcel
Identification System (LPIS) – one of the mandatory steps during the EU accession.
Moderator endorsed the State long-term planning, but she was interested in the process of
preparation of small agricultural producers for implementation of IT in daily routine.
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Mr. Ignjatov form South Hansa presented their experience with agricultural producers in Balkan
region with main conclusion that most of farmers are not focused on one or two crops, but rather
are growing 5-6 different cultures. The specialization should be the first step in modernization. On
the other hand, he said that farmers are willing to learn and test new technologies, but when it
comes to purchasing, the biggest obstacle is money.
Mr. Dedić continued the discussion by saying that both Mr. Ignajtov and Mr. Kobilarov were focused
on big farms. According to his opinion, agricultural parcels can be easily divided in two groups – the
majority of small parcels and large parcels. He added that the focus in next period should be on
attracting small householders to implement the IT in farming routine.
Mr. Kobilarov strongly disagreed by saying that it is not meaningful to make a segmentation on small
and large farms. He explained that the same surface (e.g. 5ha) with different crops cannot be treated
the same. For example, it is not the same if a farmer has 5ha of orchard or 5ha of corn crops.
The next topic was regarding the return on investment. First, the moderator asked Mr. Brunet to
express the point of view of the State.
Mr. Brunet presented results of the research on the profitability rate of implementation of GPS
systems in agricultural mechanization. The research was conducted in 2008-2009, all parcel sizes
were considered (<100ha, 100ha-500ha and >500ha) and several different technologies were
examined. All case scenarios showed that the return on investment is reached after the first year,
although the market price of those technologies was far bigger then it is now.
Mr. Kobilarov continued by saying that every professional farmer follows cost-benefit analysis. One
of the examples is that without the use of GPS in tractors, the income is just 10%. In other words, if
the total cultivated area is 1000ha, the income is just on 100ha. In the 100P+ club around 20-25% of
members are using GPS devices. When it comes to investment, the price of GPS systems is between
1.000€ and 40.000€.
The moderator asked panellists to compare the situation in Serbia and in other European countries.
Mr. Ignjatov said that dominant technologies used in Serbia are GPS systems, meteorological
stations, and sensors, but overall, the percentage of farmers that use technologies is below 10%.
When it comes to Netherlands, above 80% of agricultural producers are using advanced technologies
in every day routine. In the Netherlands, the initial step was to install meteorological stations, smart
irrigation, early detection of deceases, but in last years the dominant trend is to put everything on
one online platform where farmer can monitor all those sensors, with automatically generated, but
customized advices for the specific case of the farmer. The needs of farmers are generating the offer
– that is why companies like DACOM are forced to establish a comprehensive system that are
following entire farm production process and budget spending. With this type of comprehensive
system farmers always knows what are their next steps, expenditures, and expected profit.
One of the biggest obstacles for broader adoption of advanced technologies in Serbia is money. The
moderator asked the State representatives about subventions or any other type of support.
Mr. Brunet said that beside economic power of the farmer or subsidies provided by the State, the
biggest obstacle for adoption of SFTs is traditional way of thinking. In other words, the lack of
information and constant ignoring even to think about testing new technologies. They don’t
understand enough the impact of technologies, so the investment in SFTs seem to be unprofitable.
That is the reason the State conducts constant education through extension services and tries to
create a positive environment for adoption of SFTs. The main conclusion of this process is that
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farmer needs to create its own calculation in order to see the impact technology might have on
his/her farm. This cannot be done by anyone else but the farm owner itself. At the same time, farm
owner needs to be aware on all technologies that can have positive impact on farm profitability.
Dr Crnojevic supported the discussion by reminding the audience on Smart-AKIS project that is
aimed at bringing together farmers and SFTs. The root for poor adoption of SFTs in Europe is the lack
of information regarding available solutions. Project will allow users to find all needed information at
one place in their native language, explained in simple, non-academic, and non-marketing style.
Mr. Brunet continued by saying that very important role in widening this idea have extension
services. Employees in these services need to have series of trainings on advanced technologies and
their adoption. The State has made some initial steps, but the serious job is still in front of us.
Dr Crnojevic said that BioSense’s goal is to merge areas such as science, economy, agriculture and to
speed up the process of knowledge transfer from science to the practice. In that way, we see
ourselves as a catalysator which should help in acceleration of that process, especially by joining
agriculture and information technologies. Currently in Novi Sad, which is called Silicon Valley, there
are around 10.000 individuals working in IT sector in approximately 250 companies. With a detailed
analysis, it is obvious that only few of them are dealing with solutions applicable in agriculture. What
we really want to see is that ideas and examples from science have their practical use in the
agriculture, and by doing that having a domestic product.
Moderator raised the question regarding the privacy of gained data.
Dr Crnojevic confirmed that all images gained from satellites are publicly available, anyone can
download data from USA NASA web page or European Space Agency, there are no restriction or
limitations, and we are talking about whole planet not only Serbia. Regarding unmanned aircraft,
legislation is set in whole Europe and Serbia. Legislation is strict, demanding announcements 60 days
in advance, therefore one cluster is established to ease all these steps, keeping the track of all
drones’ flights, time of flights, what will be filmed.
At the end of the discussion, we left 15 minutes for one-to-one Q&A between panellists and
audience.

RIW2 Attendance Sheets
The list is not provided due to confidentiality reasons.
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RIW2 Pictures
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RIW2 Findings
On top of the multi-actor collaborations that are to emerge from the RIWs, other outputs are
expected as a result of bringing together stakeholders into the RIWs. One of the overall objectives of
Smart-AKIS is to capture these outputs in order to produce recommendations for fostering the
penetration of SFT in Europe.
This section of the “minutes” document provides a number of headlines, covering different aspects
that could emerge in the discussion in the RIWs (both in plenary but also in the Work Groups). Hub
partners are encouraged to pay careful attention to the discussions taking place in the RIWs in
order to identify these “findings”. As suggested in the Guidelines, the Work Groups can be tape
recorded in order to better grasp the discussion taking place. These “findings” will be included on
the “Smart AKIS Report” to be produced by each Hub partner after RIWs 1 and 2 and presented at
the 1st Transnational Innovation Workshop.

Findings regarding the needs and ideas identified in WP2
Are the users’ needs identified in D2.2 confirmed by the RIW findings for your Hub? Can other needs
regarding SFTs be identified from the discussions in the RIW? These can be technological needs, but
also others, such as need for training, need for improved advisory, etc. Can these needs be addressed
by setting up collaborations (for example, by a collaboration project) or are there to be addressed at
the political level (for example, by setting up a subsidy for SFTs)? Do attendees have ideas regarding
the use of SFT to your Hub?
The conclusions form D2.2 and in RIW1 in Novi Sad were confirmed. The additional needs of farmers’
community in Serbia that emerged were regarding the lack of information and the need for trainings.
During the panel discussion, farmers expressed the lack of source of information on technologies
that could improve their work routine. The information they would like to have can be divided in two
big groups: Group 1 – financial issues (e.g. implementation cost, ROI, potential subsidies…) and
Group 2 – technical issues (e.g. the level of complexity, needed time for adjustments, needed
trainings/instructions).
When it comes to trainings, farmers expressed the willingness to take part in various trainings
organized both by advisory services (state owned) and by private multinational companies that are
providing machinery to our market. This need can be addressed by a collaboration project (will be
further elaborated in section 7 – projects ideas).

Identification of barriers and incentives for adoption of SFTs.
Are the barriers identified in D2.3 confirmed by the RIW findings for your Hub (i.e. farm size, cropping
system, farmers’ age and education/training, etc)? Can other barriers for SFT adoption be identified
that are specific to your Hub?
During the RIW2 we haven’t caught any additional barriers, different form the ones identified in
RIW1 and by interviews conducted under WP2.

Relevance of SFTs regarding needs and ideas identified in WP2
Are the barriers identified in D2.3 confirmed by the RIW findings for your Hub (i.e. farm size, cropping
system, farmers’ age and education/training, etc)? Can other barriers for SFT adoption be identified
that are specific to your Hub?
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Based on our experience gained through RIW1, we decided to give a short overview on all
technologies and to introduce farmers with as many different types of technologies as possible. The
root for this decision can be found in fact that farmers’ community in Serbia is familiar just with
several types of technologies, mainly through promotions made by commercial companies. We
noticed that farmers can identify their problems and needs very precisely, but cannot find the
solutions that can address those needs. Therefore, after introductory presentations we organized a
panel discussion where representatives of academia, government (both regional as well as state) and
industry gave their opinion regarding the adoption of advanced technologies in agriculture. This was
of great importance for our participants because they heard first-hand information regarding stateof-the-art technologies, research results and State planes for support agricultural production.

Relevance and interest on adoption and transfer of presented SFTs, ranking of the
highest scored SFTs
Do attendees show a special interest towards specific SFTs? Are these SFTs in the market yet or are
they being developed (TRL<9)? Have attendees provided feedback to SFT industry in the RIW for
improving the SFTs or adjusting them to the specific regional conditions so as to bring them into
practice?
Technology that provoke intensive dialogue was weather stations adjusted for use in vineyards and
orchards. Farmers were very interested in implementation of the stations that can measure and
track all the important meteorological parameters affecting plant development, yield, and disease
prevention. Ideally, solution, beside early warning system, should include smart irrigation
management, disease models and notifications and field book diary.

Potential new uses for existing SFTs.
Have new uses been identified for the SFTs presented (i.e. SFT presented for arable crops that can be
adapted for vineyard).
During the RIW2 in Serbia new uses for currently available SFTs haven’t been captured.

Potential inputs for research.
Are there specific needs that can be addressed through research (it can be basic research on i.e.
development of a new remote sensing index, but also applied research on, i.e. application of a
specific SFT to a new environment)? Have attendees (SFT industry, farmers) provided feedback to
research results regarding specific SFT?
Specific farmers’ needs that can be addressed by research work can be arranged in three groups:
•Sensors for soil moisture that will not depend on the type of soil (e.g. Sandy, Silty, Peaty…)
•Sensors need to be cheap in order to be available and affordable for mass implementation. In
addition, the life time of these sensors should be one season.
•Internet in remote fields can be very expensive and data transfer can be difficult through wires can
be practically impossible. Therefore, farmers need some system that will use other frequencies and
will transfer data via several installed stations, without internet or mobile provider services.
All these three needs will be used in BioSense Institute as an inspiration for further research.
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RIW2 Project Ideas
Project Idea 1
Category of project
Innovation

Smart Farming Technology
Soil moisture sensor

Crop system
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grasslands

Promoter/s name/s
Farmer: Milovan Pejic
Researcher: Goran Kitic
Short description of project
Currently, farmers who use sensors in their fields need to use different types of sensors for each crop type.
The need for identification of soil moisture level brought farmers to think about one type of sensor that can
be installed in their vineyard, orchard, and other fields. Researchers form BioSense Institute confirmed that
modification of currently existing technology can address this need.
Expected benefits
Increase of yield, decrease of input costs
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers
Researchers

Project Idea 2
Category of project
Innovation

Smart Farming Technology
Sensors Data transfer

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grasslands

Promoter/s name/s
Farmer: Miroslav Vukcevic
Researcher: Vladan Minic
Short description of project
One working group identified the need for different type of data transfer received from sensors installed in
remote fields. Currently, the data gained through sensors are transferred by internet connection (wired,
GPRS). The idea is to provide system that will transmit data without internet, by using different frequencies
(for long range). The researchers form BioSense Institute confirmed that they have already started with
development of such system.
Expected benefits
Decrease of input costs
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers
Researches

Project Idea 3
Category of project
Innovation/ Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
/
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SFT trainings to agricultural
journalists

Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Journalists (Ljubica Gojgić, Dejan Budić, Ivana Kožlović), SFT providers (Nemanja Ignjatov) , State
representatives (Borislav Brunet)
Short description of project
The idea behind this project is to organize comprehensive trainings regarding SFTs and their potential impact
in agriculture to journalists who are following agricultural topics. The need for this idea comes from
inadequate reporting and misleading articles regarding presented technologies, their adoption, how complex
they are for implementation, and direct benefits that farmers gained. These trainings should be provided by
research institutes (e.g. BioSense Institute) and SFT providers. The topics should be broad enough to cover all
important aspects, but at the same time to be concise in order to keep journalists’ attention and to assure
the uptake of presented knowledge.
Expected benefits
Better reporting in mass media about SFTs, tailored message to potential adopters
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Research
Industry
Journalists

Project Idea 4
Category of project
Innovation/ Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Farm Management App

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Bojan Borić, Vladimir Marić, Đorđe Đukić - farmers
Short description of project
Advanced users of agricultural technologies said that Serbian market needs more comprehensive farm
management applications that will not be focused just on one problem (e.g. weather tracking), but involve
many other services as well, such as: Production process management (with guided step-by-step agricultural
knowledge base of best-practice production processes); Finance management (tracking of sales and expenses
per farm); Early warning system (real-time pest and disease detection through intelligent weather pattern
recognition). The most important features of new application should be multi-device access and
interoperability between different services.
Expected benefits
Reduction of irrigation costs, reduction of crop protection costs, increase in farmer’s profitability
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers,
Industry

Project Idea 5
Category of project
Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Smart Irrigation and
fertilization
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Vineyards
Promoter/s name/s
Bojan Borić, Vladimir Marić, Đorđe Đukić - farmers
Short description of project
The idea is to have several types of sensors installed in the field that will measure:
 Air (temperature, humidity, rainfall, wind)
 Soil (humidity)
 Plats (wetness)
and combine received data with weather predictions in order to provide timely information for irrigation and
fertilization practices. The irrigation and fertilization system could be initiated by: farmers’ decision or by
artificial intelligence implemented in the system.
Expected benefits
Reduction of irrigation costs, reduction of crop protection costs, increase in farmer’s profitability
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers,
Industry

Project Idea 6
Category of project
Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Farm management system
application - Online organic
advisory service

Crop system
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Milovanović Nataša, Zornana Gajić, Marijana Nimčević, Šandor Balanji - farmers
Short description of project
Many farmers in Serbia would like to transform their production from conventional to organic one. The
biggest obstacle in this process is the lack of knowledge and ongoing support in terms of advices concerning
crop rotation, and available (allowed) crops protection measures. Currently, farmers in Serbia can use highpriced services provided by certification bodies, consult other organic producers, or search the advice on
Internet. The worst option is to cultivate the crops based on experience without enough information. The
absence of single register of information makes it difficult to plan agricultural production and to estimate the
impact of different measures that have been/will be applied.
The proposed solution foresees online organic advisory service that will provide advices to agricultural
producers, especially to those who are in the process of transformation from conventional to organic
production. This online advisory service should be affordable (symbolic price) and supported by panel of
experts. Special place is foreseen for first-hand advices from farmers that finished the process.
Expected benefits
Support to organic production in region
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmers,
Research
Industry

Project Idea 7
Category of project
Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Farm management system
application – tracking of
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organic production practices

Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Vladimir Vokić, Petar Kukin, Ivan Gaćina – farmers
Short description of project
In order to be a certificated producer of organic fruit and vegetable, farmers need to provide various
documents, results of tests and many other profs of organic practice. The idea of this project is to create an
app for smartphones, which will track the entire production from seed to harvest. Farmers’ obligation is to
note each agrotechnical operation/measure to this app and it will automatically be sent to the certification
body which registers their work and stores all information online. The additional benefit of this app is the
networking opportunity between organic farmers certification bodies and state. In addition, this app will
secure considerable transparency in organic production.
Expected benefits
Better and faster certification process, product quality assurance, simple and smooth monitoring
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmer
Research
Industry
Advisory

Project Idea 8
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Crop system

Technology transfer

Robotic system or smart
machine – subsoil irrigation

Arable
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Aleksandar Jokić – ICT sector, various farmers
Short description of project
This group analysed the irrigation system and concluded that currently available solutions are far ineffective
and can easily be damaged by external influences. The solution is to build a subsoil capillary irrigation model.
The first step would be to build specifically designed water transmitters into the soil. Second step would be to
distribute water into the system under low pressure. This system wouldn’t use eyedropper and therefore it
can never be blocked. The pipes would be made of long life plastic which is installed under the ground, and
would be highly damage resistant. The energy needed for this activity would be provided by solar energy
panels. In addition, low pressure systems would be used.
Expected benefits
Large increase in irrigation water use, some increase in productivity (crop yield per ha), some increase in
revenue, profit, and farm income
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmer
Research
Industry

Project Idea 9
Category of project
Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Farm management system
application – meeting point
between supply and demand
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side
Promoter/s name/s
Nemanja Kovacević, Davor Zekić, Ivan Knežević
Short description of project
Vision: mobile application that will shorten the chain between primary agricultural producers and final
consumers. The application wouldn’t be just selling point for fresh fruit and vegetable, but rather the meeting
point between supply and demand side, where each side would provide information about their practices,
habits, needs and other relevant aspects. By using this application, farmers would know the exact needs of
consumers, so they can address them timely and effectively. On the other side, consumers will be able to
track the production from seeding to harvesting, so they can have their own farm without
Expected benefits
Fast, easy, and direct access to agricultural products. On the other hand, this application will provide secure
point for placement of fresh products
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmer
Research
Industry

Project Idea 10
Category of project
Innovation

Smart Farming Technology
Farm management system
application

Crop system
vegetable

Promoter/s name/s
Branislava Butorac - farmer
Short description of project
An idea is to create a unique software that will regulate the conditions in mushrooms production. A group of
sensors and regulation relays would be installed and they would send accurate and timely data and
parameters to a cloud. Then the cloud sends processed information to smart phone with comparative
overview with normal/desired values and practical recommendations. The smart phone app has the power to
change conditions on spot (e.g. to increase humidity), so the owner doesn’t need to go directly to production
hall.
Expected benefits
Decrease input costs, decrease workload, possibility for timely reaction
Multi-actor collaboration needed
Farmer
Research
Industry
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RIW2 Evaluation

Average score

3.9

Interest
More interesting presentations:
South Hansa – all solutions
Average score

4.9

Organization
Improvement areas: More frequent breaks

Average score

4.1

Methodology
Improvement areas: More ice-breaking games at the beginning, one-to-one
meetings with panellists

Average score
Project Ideas

Open
suggestions

3.1

Top Project Ideas:
Idea number 3
Average rate of participants planning to take
part on projects

4.9

More Smart-AKIS events; more similar projects like Smart-AKIS, but specialized
just for fruit production
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5.1.3. RIW3

SMART AKIS 3rd REGIONAL INNOVATION WORKSHOP
Novi Sad, 01.03.2018.
RIW3 Programme
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RIW3 Power Point presentations
Presentation:
Slađana Gluščević – IPARD
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Nebojša Ivanišević – Garancijski Fond Vojvodine
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Jelena Trenkić – Razvojni Fond Vojvodine
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Dragana Matić – Cascade funding
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Mr Iakovos Delioglanis – ISABEL project
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RIW3 Attendance Sheets
The list is not provided due to confidentiality reasons.

RIW3 Pictures

RIW3 – Novi Sad (audience)

Slađana Gluščević – IPARD fond
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Nebojša Ivanišević, Guarantee Found of

APV
Jelena Trenkić, Development Found of APV
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Iakovos Delioglanis, Qplan International

Mirko Vlček, agricultural producer
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RIW3 Findings
On top of the multi-actor collaborations that are to emerge from the RIWs, other outputs are
expected as a result of bringing together stakeholders into the RIWs. One of the overall objectives of
Smart-AKIS is to capture these outputs in order to produce recommendations for fostering the
penetration of SFT in Europe.
This section of the “minutes” document provides a number of headlines, covering different aspects
that could emerge in the discussion in the RIWs (both in plenary but also in the Work Groups). Hub
partners are encouraged to pay careful attention to the discussions taking place in the RIWs in
order to identify these “findings”. As suggested in the Guidelines, the Work Groups can be tape
recorded in order to better grasp the discussion taking place. These “findings” will be included on
the “Smart AKIS Report” to be produced by each Hub partner after all RIWs.

Identification of needs regarding SFTs
Are the users’ needs identified in D2.2 confirmed by the RIW findings for your Hub? Can other needs
regarding SFTs be identified from the discussions in the RIW? These can be technological needs, but
also others, such as need for training, need for improved advisory, etc. Can these needs be addressed
by setting up collaborations (for example, by a collaboration project) or are there to be addressed at
the political level (for example, by setting up a subsidy for SFTs)? Do attendees have ideas regarding
the use of SFT to your Hub?
Users’ needs identified in D2.2 during 2016 are fully confirmed during all RIWs held in 2017 and
2018. The need that was once again stressed is the need for training and testing of SFTs in their own
fields. One of possible solutions that was proposed is to establish a demonstration farm(s) that will
serve as a open air show-room for ag technologies.

Identification of barriers and incentives for adoption of SFTs
Are the barriers identified in D2.3 confirmed by the RIW findings for your Hub (i.e. farm size, cropping
system, farmers’ age and education/training, etc)? Can other barriers for SFT adoption be identified
that are specific to your Hub?
The biggest obstacle for brother adoption of SFTs is the price, combined with the fragmentation of
agricultural land. Namely, majority agricultural producers cultivate small parcels, which distance is
often more kilometres. That is the reason why the ROI on some SFTs is not so attractive to small
producers in Serbia, Vojvodina.

Interest on adoption and transfer of presented SFTs
Do attendees show a special interest towards specific SFTs? Are these SFTs in the market yet or are
they being developed (TRL<9)? Have attendees provided feedback to SFT industry in the RIW for
improving the SFTs or adjusting them to the specific regional conditions so as to bring them into
practice?
During RIW3 special interest was on drones and its use in vineyards. The features farmers explained
already exist in the market (TRL9), but the cost is too high (farmers that were interested in these
solutions participated in the demonstration day of one of the leading companies in this field, and
presented prices were inconvenient, even though companies proposed some discounts and special
offers).
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Potential new uses for existing SFTs (to feed EIP-Agri template “Needs for research”)
Have new uses been identified for the SFTs presented (i.e. SFT presented for arable crops that can be
adapted for vineyard).

Potential inputs for research (to feed EIP-Agri template “Needs for research”)
Are there specific needs that can be addressed through research (it can be basic research on i.e.
development of a new remote sensing index, but also applied research on, i.e. application of a
specific SFT to a new environment)? Have attendees (SFT industry, farmers) provided feedback to
research results regarding specific SFT?
On RIW3 we have confirmed that some of the needs highlighted in previous workshops are still in
focus. Namely, two issues that can be addressed by research are sensors for soil moisture that will
not depend on the type of soil. At the same time, the need for cheep sensors is still very urgent to
farmers.
Another topic that was discussed was regarding drones and its usage in pest control (in vineyards,
according to farmers, it will be very useful to detect the level of pests on the edges, where one
vineyard borders another. This might be done by implementation of different sensors on drone, but
further research is needed.

RIW3 Project Ideas
Project Idea 1
Category of project
Smart Farming Technology
Crop system
Innovation
Soil moisture sensor
Arable
Promoter/s name/s
Goran Kitić – researcher
Partner/s of the proposal and role
BioSense Institute – technical partner
Farm associations and individual partners – testing and validation
Title of project
Soil moisture sensor regardless on soil type
Expected benefits
Productivity increase, revenue profit farm income increase (due to lowering input costs), reduction of
irrigation water use
Goal and objectives
 Develop ecological, robust and durable solution with the performance that does not degrade with
time
 Use materials that will lower the production cost (≈ 6$)
 Pave the way for market take-up
Planned work packages or main activities
Following activities are foreseen for the implementation of the project:
 Construct 25 prototypes
 Test prototypes on different soil variates in Serbia, and preferably abroad (target: 20 use cases with
different crops)
 Co-creation and validation with end-users (feedback regarding user experience)
 Redesign the prototype accordingly
Estimated budget
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500.000€
Planned source of funding
EC
Maturity level
Very mature
Cross-border potentiality
Cross-border collaboration is foreseen in the project. The potential for successful collaboration is very high
since some initial connections have already been established.

Project Idea 2
Category of project
Innovation

Smart Farming Technology
Decision support tool
allowing farmers to calculate
the economic benefit of
specific seed variety

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Oskar Marko – researcher
Partner/s of the proposal and role
BioSense Institute – technical partner
Agricultural associations – testing and validation
Seed companies - testing
Silo owners in Vojvodina
Group of individual farmers – testing and validation
Title of project
Decision support tool allowing farmers to calculate the economic benefit of specific seed variety
Expected benefits
Productivity increase, quality of product increase, some decrease in input costs, decrease of stress or fatigue
for farmer
Goal and objectives
 Provide an advice to farmers regarding:
 Needed (adequate) SFT
 Type of crops for following season
 Present quantified benefit
Planned work packages or main activities
This project foresees following steps:
 To gather historical data on crops (yields per season), prices, price volatility…
 To feed the system with information regarding needed activities per parcel (human and machine
working hours), crop rotation and demand estimation
 Scientific research in the field of multi-objective optimization
Estimated budget
300.000€
Planned source of funding
EU / national
Maturity level
Very mature since part of the algorithm has already been approved by Syngenta company
Cross-border potentiality
Some potential
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Project Idea 3
Category of project
Innovation/Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Trainings to agricultural
journalists

Crop system
Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards
Grasslands

Promoter/s name/s
Ivana Horvat
Partner/s of the proposal and role
BioSense Institute – coordinator and provider of trainings
Serbian network of journalists
Balkan network of scientific journalists
Serbian independent association of journalists
Title of project
Journalists as evangelists for SFTs
Expected benefits
Increase of adoption of SFTs among small agricultural producers in Balkan region
Goal and objectives
The main goal is to broaden the news
Planned work packages or main activities
 To present to journalists (dedicated to agriculture and rural development) what are possibilities of
technologies and how they can add value to agricultural production
 To train them how main technologies might be used
 To create database of all ag journalists in the region and classify them according pre-defend
methodology/specializations
 To keep journalists updated regarding main trends and events in the region that might be useful for
farmers
 To organize open days on demonstration farms for journalists
Estimated budget
400.000€
Planned source of funding
EC, cross-border collaboration
Maturity level
Very mature
Cross-border potentiality
The cross-border potential is very high due to already established connections. In addition, there is already
developed plan for attracting more foreign journalists.

Project Idea 4
Category of project
Innovation/Market uptake

Smart Farming Technology
Agricultural platform with
possibility to acquire drone
data

Promoter/s name/s
Vladan Minić – BioSense Institute (AgroSens platform)
Partner/s of the proposal and role
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Drone company – Agremo
Farmers for testing
Title of project
Data-based decision support system
Expected benefits
Increased yield, input costs decrease
Goal and objectives
The goal of the project is to upgrade the currently existing platform, so it can absorb, and process drone data
and provide advices to agricultural producers. For the beginning, the platform will be fully interoperable just
with project partner’s system (Agremo), but further upgrades and developments are foreseen. After second
iteration, the platform will be compatible with main drone systems.
Planned work packages or main activities
The main activity will be to understand what type of information is gathered through drones and to analyse
what information is presented on the platform. The next step will be to make link with two systems and
develop the back-office algorithm that will process data and transfer ready-to-use information to the
platform. The final step will be to implement changes and publish new option for users that have drone data.
In addition, there are two parallel activities that are planned: dissemination of new platform features and
further promotion of Agremo services to agricultural producers.
Estimated budget
250.000€
Planned source of funding
Private and national
Maturity level
Very mature
Cross-border potentiality
Since the platform is currently available just in Serbia, the transnational potential is very low. If (when) the
platform will offer its services outside Serbia, this collaboration will have very high cross-border potential.

Project Idea 5
Category of project

Smart Farming Technology

Crop system

Innovation

Marketplace for organic
products

Arable
Tree
Vegetables
Vineyards

Promoter/s name/s
Mirko Vlček, agricultural producer and IT developer
Partner/s of the proposal and role
Jerry Software, Belgrade
Title of project
Grocery in your pocket
Expected benefits
Revenue profit farm income increased, stress and fatigue for farmers decreased
Goal and objectives
The goal of this project is to get closer organic agricultural producers and end-user (buyers). The idea behind
the project is to turn the smart phone into ultimate tool for running business – an instant messaging
application for ordering and selling.
Planned work packages or main activities
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The main activities can be divided in three groups:
Develop an application (and technical maintenance)
Fill the database with:
 Customer database (for buyers’ engagement)
 Producers database (each producer will have its own profile with description)
 Interactive message board
 Expert field (knowledge, innovative methods/technologies, experiences from entire agricultural
chain;
 Training field – one level for consumers (in order to get familiar with organic production and benefits
organic products have on health) and another for ag producers (which will be able to create their
own workflow by defining different levels that producers will go through to complete the course.
Potential areas: organic production legislation, planting in organic production, cultivation in organic
production, etc.)
Market positioning
Estimated budget
100.000€
Planned source of funding
Private (if the prototype is successful, might be an option for internationalization and therefore an external
founding)
Maturity level
Very mature
Cross-border potentiality
High (after initial testing phase in Serbia)

RIW3 Evaluation
Information summing up the results from the Evaluation Form voluntarily filled in by participants.
An Evaluation Form in English is proposed but partners are free to tailor it to their needs and to use a
local language form.

Average score

3.8

Interest
More interesting presentations
Mirko Vlček – experience form cascade funding
Average score

4.9

Organization
Improvement areas
no
Average score

4.0

Methodology
Improvement areas
no
Project Ideas

3.0
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Average score
Top Project Ideas
Soil moisture sensor
Average rate of participants planning to take
part on projects
Average score
Sources of
funding

Open
suggestions

3
4.1

Top sources of funding
Development Found of Vojvodina
Average rate of participants planning to use
3
sources of funding
Continuation of Smart-AKIS events and matchmaking sessions even after the
project ends
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5.2. Research needs in Smart Farming
Needs for research from practice (EIP-Agri format)
Title
Soil moisture sensor

This is the problem (summary in your language)
Trenutno, poljoprivrednici koji koriste senzore u svojim poljima moraju koristiti različite tipove senzora za svaki tip useva. Potreba za
identifikacijom nivoa vlažnosti zemljišta navela je poljoprivrednike da razmišljaju o jednom tipu senzora koji se može instalirati u
njihovom vinogradu, voćnjaku i drugim poljima.

Please briefly explain in your national language the problems you are experiencing in practice and which type of research
(or knowledge) you need to solve them.

This is the problem (summary in English)
Farmers who use moisture sensors in their fields need to use different types of sensors for each crop type. The need for identification
of soil moisture level brought farmers to think about one type of sensor that can be installed in their vineyard, orchard, and other
fields, regardless on soil type. This issue will be addressed by research group of BioSense Institute, which will develop ecological,
robust and durable solution with the performance that does not degrade with time. In addition, materials that will be used will lower
the production cost (≈ 6$)

Please briefly explain in English the problem that you are experiencing in practice and which type of research (or
knowledge) you need to solve it.

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area/s where the need has been identified.

Keywords
Moisture soil sensor, WSN, prototype, soil varieties

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors your issue is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Additional information
The research on this topic w ill involve end-users (farmers) to t

Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added
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Needs for research from practice (EIP-Agri format)
Title
Decision support tool allow ing farmers to calculate the econom

This is the problem (summary in your language)
Poljoprivrednici najčešće prate savete dobijene od dobavljača semena ili nekog drugog relevantnog izvora. Ipak, svi saveti su zasnovani
samo na iskustvima. Uz nove tehnologije (koristeći mašinsko učenje), poljoprivrednici će dobiti savet koje seme treba koristiti u
narednoj poljoprivrednoj sezoni. Da bi to uradili, istraživači će morati prikupiti istorijske podatke o usevima (prinos po sezoni), cene,
varijabilnost cena; sistem će hraniti podacima o potrebnim aktivnostima po parcelama (radno i poslovno vreme), rotiranju useva i
procena potražnje. Ishod će biti gotov savet o usevima i sorti semena koje treba koristiti kako bi se postigli određeni (unapred
definisani) prinosi.

Please briefly explain in your national language the problems you are experiencing in practice and which type of research
(or knowledge) you need to solve them.

This is the problem (summary in English)
Farmers are used to follow advices from seed suppliers or some other relevant source. Nevertheless, all these advices are just
experience-based. With new technology (using machine learning), farmers will receive an advice which seeds should they use in the
following agricultural season. In order to do so, researchers will need to gather historical data on crops (yields per season), prices,
price volatility; to feed the system with data regarding needed activities per parcel (human and machine working hours), crop rotation
and demand estimation. The outcome will be ready-to-use advice on crops and seed variety that needs to be followed in order to
have certain (in advance defined) yields.

Please briefly explain in English the problem that you are experiencing in practice and which type of research (or
knowledge) you need to solve it.

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area/s where the need has been identified.

Keywords
Machine learning, seed variety, yield estimation, farm performance

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors your issue is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Additional information
This system w ill be developed based on information form Serbi

Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added
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Needs for research from practice (EIP-Agri format)
Title
Grocery in your pocket

This is the problem (summary in your language)
Osnovni problem sa kojim se suočavaju organski poljoprivredni proizvođači je plasiranje njihovih proizvoda na tržište. Ovaj problem bi
se mogao rešiti sigurnim i pouzdanim sistemom koji će premostiti jaz između proizvođača i krajnjih korisnika.
Ideja ovog projekta je pretvoriti pametni telefon u vrhunski alat za pokretanje poslovanja - aplikaciju za trenutne poruke za naručivanje
i prodaju. Sistem će sadržati:
• Bazua podataka klijenata (za angažovanje kupaca)
• Bazu podataka proizvođača (svaki proizvođač će imati svoj profil sa opisom)
• Interaktivna tabla sa porukama
• Ekspertska oblast (znanje, inovativne metode / tehnologije, iskustva iz čitavog poljoprivrednog lanca);
• Područje obuke - jedan nivo za potrošače (kako bi se upoznali sa organskom proizvodnjom i koristima ekoloških proizvoda na
zdravlje), a drugi za proizvođače (koji će moći kreirati svoj vlastiti tok rada definisanjem različitih nivoa koje će prelaziti. Potencijalne
oblasti: zakonodavstvo o organskoj proizvodnji, sadnja u organskoj proizvodnji, kultivacija u organskoj proizvodnji itd.)

Please briefly explain in your national language the problems you are experiencing in practice and which type of research
(or knowledge) you need to solve them.

This is the problem (summary in English)
The main problem organic agricultural producers are facing with is placement of their products to the market. This problem could be
addressed with secure and reliable system that will bridge the gap between producers and end-users.
The idea behind this project is to turn the smart phone into ultimate tool for running business – an instant messaging application for
ordering and selling. The system will contain:
•
Customer database (for buyers’ engagement)
•
Producers database (each producer will have its own profile with description)
•
Interactive message board
•
Expert field (knowledge, innovative methods/technologies, experiences from entire agricultural chain;
•
Training field – one level for consumers (in order to get familiar with organic production and benefits organic products have
on health) and another for ag producers (which will be able to create their own workflow by defining different levels that producers
will go through to complete the course. Potential areas: organic production legislation, planting in organic production, cultivation in
organic production, etc.)

Please briefly explain in English the problem that you are experiencing in practice and which type of research (or
knowledge) you need to solve it.

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area/s where the need has been identified.

Keywords
organic production, smart phone, marketplace, app

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors your issue is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Additional information
This project could increase overall farm income and decerease

Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added
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5.3. Project ideas Research needs in Smart Farming

Create Project ideas
Title (native language)
Sistem za podršku odlučivanju

Title (in English)
Data-based decision support system

Description
Cilj projekta je nadogradnja postojeće platforme, tako da može apsorbovati i obraditi podatke dobijene dronovima i pružiti savete
poljoprivrednim proizvođačima. Za početak, platforma će biti potpuno interoperabilna samo sa sistemom partnera projekta, ali su
predviđene dalje nadogradnje i razvoj. Nakon druge iteracije, platforma će biti kompatibilna sa glavnim proizvođačima dron sistemima.
Osnovna delatnost će biti razumevanje koje vrste podataka se prikupljaju pomoću bespilotnih letilica i analiza informacija koje su
predstavljene na platformi. Sledeći korak će biti povezivanje između dva sistema i razvoj algoritma za back office koji će obraditi
podatke i preneti spremne za korištenje informacije platformi. Poslednji korak će biti implementacija promena i objavljivanje nove
opcije za korisnike koji imaju podatke iz dronova.
Pored toga, planirane su i dve paralelne aktivnosti: širenje novih karakteristika platforme i dalje unapređenje agremo usluga
poljoprivrednim proizvođačima.

Please provide information in your national language to describe the background of your project (problems to be
addressed , objectives, main activities , target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results).

Description (in English)
The goal of the project is to upgrade the currently existing platform, so it can absorb and process drone data and provide advices to
agricultural producers. For the beginning, the platform will be fully interoperable just with project partner’s system, but further
upgrades and developments are foreseen. After second iteration, the platform will be compatible with main drone systems.
The main activity will be to understand what type of data is gathered through drones and to analyze what information is presented on
the platform. The next step will be to make link between two systems and develop the back-office algorithm that will process data and
transfer ready-to-use information to the platform. The final step will be to implement changes and publish new option for users that
have drone data.
In addition, there are two parallel activities that are planned: dissemination of new platform features and further promotion of
services to agricultural producers.

Please provide information in English to describe the background of your project (problems to be addressed, objectives,
main activities, target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results.

Project coordinator is searching for…
End-users that will be willing to test demo version and participate in co-creation process by providing relevant feedback to the project.

Provide information on what you are looking for (for example, specific expertise, partner in a specific location).

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area(s) where the project will (would) be implemented.

Keywords
FMIS, app, drone, data

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors the project is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Proposing person or organization
Milica Trajkovic, Dr Zorana Đinđića 1, Novi Sad, Serbia
Include the name and address of the person or organization that proposes the project idea.

Contact E-mail
trajkovic@biosense.rs

Please provide the e-mail of a contact person for the project.
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Expected starting date of the project
Month

Sep

Day

1

Year

2018

Expected duration
24

Please provide the expected duration of the project in months.

Additional information
Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added using this link.
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Create Project ideas
Title (native language)
Treninzi i obuke za novinare koji se bave poljoprivredom

Title (in English)
Trainings to agricultural journalists

Description
Ideja ovog projekta je organizovanje sveobuhvatnih obuka o pametnim tehnologijama namenjenih poljoprivredi novinarima koji prate
poljoprivredne teme. Potreba za ovom idejom dolazi od neadekvatnog izveštavanja i članaka koji dovode u zabludu čitaoce, a vezani su
za tehnologije, njihovom usvajanju, složeni za implementaciju, i direktne koristi koje su poljoprivrednici stekli. Ove obuke treba
obezbediti istraživački instituti (npr. BioSense Institut) i proizvođači/distributeri poljoprivredne tehnologija. Teme bi trebale biti
dovoljno široke da pokriju sve važne aspekte, ali istovremeno budu koncizne kako bi pažnju novinara zadržale i osigurale unošenje
predstavljenog znanja.

Please provide information in your national language to describe the background of your project (problems to be
addressed , objectives, main activities , target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results).

Description (in English)
The idea behind this project is to organize comprehensive trainings regarding SFTs and their potential impact in agriculture to
journalists who are following agricultural topics. The need for this idea comes from inadequate reporting and misleading articles
regarding presented technologies, their adoption, how complex they are for implementation, and direct benefits that farmers gained.
These trainings should be provided by research institutes (e.g. BioSense Institute) and SFT providers. The topics should be broad
enough to cover all important aspects, but at the same time to be concise in order to keep journalists’ attention and to assure the
uptake of presented knowledge.

Please provide information in English to describe the background of your project (problems to be addressed, objectives,
main activities, target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results.

Project coordinator is searching for…
Partners that have access to journalistic associations (or are associations of journalist themselves). The area that should be covered is
entire Balkan (Croatia, Serbia, BiH, Montenegro)

Provide information on what you are looking for (for example, specific expertise, partner in a specific location).

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area(s) where the project will (would) be implemented.

Keywords
trainings, journalist, adoption of SFTs

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors the project is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Proposing person or organization
Ivana Horvat, Dr Zorana Đinđića 1, Novi Sad, Serbia
Include the name and address of the person or organization that proposes the project idea.

Contact E-mail
horvat@biosense.rs

Please provide the e-mail of a contact person for the project.

Expected starting date of the project
Month

Sep

Day

1

Year

2018

Expected duration
36
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Please provide the expected duration of the project in months.

Additional information
Main activities foreseen for this project:
•
To present to journalists (dedicated to agriculture and rural development) what are possibilities of technologies
and how they can add value to agricultural production
•
To train them how main technologies might be used
•
To create database of all ag journalists in the region and classify them according pre-defend
methodology/specializations
•
To keep journalists updated regarding main trends and events in the region that might be useful for farmers
•
To organize open days on demonstration farms for journalists open days on demonstration farms for journalists
Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added using this link.
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Create Project ideas
Title (native language)
Online savetodavna služba za organsku proizvodnju

Title (in English)
Online organic advisory service

Description
Mnogi farmeri u Srbiji žele da transformišu svoju proizvodnju sa konvencionalne na organsku. Najveća prepreka u ovom procesu jeste
nedostatak znanja i kontinuirana podrška u pogledu saveta u vezi sa rotiranjem useva i dostupnim (dozvoljenim) merama zaštite
useva. Trenutno, poljoprivrednici u Srbiji mogu da koriste koje pružaju sertifikaciona tela po izuzetno visokim cenama, konsultuju
druge organske proizvođače ili pretražuju savete na Internetu. Najgora opcija je kultiviranje useva na osnovu iskustva bez dovoljno
informacija. Odsustvo jedinstvenog registra informacija otežava planiranje poljoprivredne proizvodnje i procene uticaja različitih mera
koje su / će se primenjivati.
Predloženo rešenje predviđa online organske savetodavne usluge koje će pružiti savete poljoprivrednim proizvođačima, naročito
onima koji su u procesu transformacije od konvencionalne do organske proizvodnje. Ova onlajn savetodavna služba bi trebalo da bude
pristupačna (simbolička cena) i podržavao bi je panel stručnjaka. Predviđeno je posebno mesto za savete od strane poljoprivrednika
koji su završili process transformacije.

Please provide information in your national language to describe the background of your project (problems to be
addressed , objectives, main activities , target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results).

Description (in English)
Many farmers in Serbia would like to transform their production from conventional to organic one. The biggest obstacle in this process
is the lack of knowledge and ongoing support in terms of advices concerning crop rotation, and available (allowed) crops protection
measures. Currently, farmers in Serbia can use high-priced services provided by certification bodies, consult other organic producers,
or search the advice on Internet. The worst option is to cultivate the crops based on experience without enough information. The
absence of single register of information makes it difficult to plan agricultural production and to estimate the impact of different
measures that have been/will be applied.
The proposed solution foresees online organic advisory service that will provide advices to agricultural producers, especially to those
who are in the process of transformation from conventional to organic production. This online advisory service should be affordable
(symbolic price) and supported by panel of experts. Special place is foreseen for first-hand advices from farmers that finished the
process.

Please provide information in English to describe the background of your project (problems to be addressed, objectives,
main activities, target groups, innovative elements of this action, expected results.

Project coordinator is searching for…
Universities (faculties) and/or advisory bodies that are willing to participate in the project and share relevant knowledge regarding
organic production

Provide information on what you are looking for (for example, specific expertise, partner in a specific location).

Geographical scope
Austria

Please specify the geographical area(s) where the project will (would) be implemented.

Keywords
organic production, certification, advisory services

Agricultural sectors
- None -

Choose the sectors the project is relevant for (max.5 selections).

Proposing person or organization
Milica Trajkovic, Dr Zorana Đinđića 1, Novi Sad, Serbia
Include the name and address of the person or organization that proposes the project idea.

Contact E-mail
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trajkovic@biosense.rs

Please provide the e-mail of a contact person for the project.

Expected starting date of the project
Month

Nov

Day

1

Year

2018

Expected duration
36

Please provide the expected duration of the project in months.

Additional information
Please provide here any other relevant information concerning your initiative.

Attachments
When necessary, auxiliary files can be added using this link.

5.4. Project ideas from workshops
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